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SUBf ECT: REPRESENIATION SEEKING RETIEF P{E.diSURES'IO

CO.OPERATIVE SECTOR
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Deposits in Co-operative Sectors:
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Sec. 58 oI Kaln.rtak:r Co-operative Srlcieties.'\el- 1959 'i'lrc.',:ii;i'e, i].;tr1-:11,,,
smail arncl ureclir.rnt size cc-r-operltive societies will l<eep cienosits vvitn big
size eo-operirtive societies rrnd co-operative bank.s.
Secirriry for deposits in Co-operative Sectors:
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withdrawn at short notice, However, there is no
immediate
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rescue and security for these deposits when
such institution is

I

turned to be financiaily not viabre to repay deposits.
In this
regard, a policy to be brought and impremented
wherein
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deposi[s at co-operative societres are regurated
and secured
thro ugh differenr measu re.
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Repayment of Deposits under co-operative
societies: In
case of fairure of one co-operative institution
and its
inabirity

to repay deposits and other funds which are
kept by other co_
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operatives for their liquid fund requirement
impact the functioning of depositor. Therefore,
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Taxation of co-operatives under Income Tax Act
rg6r:
The co-operative movement is the base for development
at
micro lever at various s[ages in society. However,
recently
there is spurt increase in ritigations in assessment
of co_
operatives for income tax. To promote the co-operative

operatives,
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reserves, lending policy and recovery policy.
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are not
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avoid genuine hardship caused to co-

it is required to streamline Income Tax provisions
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u/s 80p so as to provide uniform system
of taxation/ income
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deductions to all co_operatives.

Rerief from TDS u/s 1g4N of Income
Tax Act 1961:The
Government of India has taken good
step towards digitar
banking in India and to minimise
cash transactions rras
introduced the TDS on cash withdrawar
be,ruond Rs,1.00
Crores. However, majority of co-operative
societies are
,
"' operating in rurar area. Even in urban areas they are operating
within members group. As majority of
members are small
savings horders and rack any other
banking facirities, they are
forced to do cash transactions, it is
highly difficurt and
impractical to route their smail transactions
through banking
channer due to the situation and infrastructure
facirities they
are having. Therefore, the co-societies
are bound to have more
cash transactions for its members.
But as per Sec.1g4N the
co-

operative sodeties are made as a singre
customer and TDS is
being deducted which in turn brocks its
working capitar. we
submit that since co-operative societies
are not directry doing
cash transaction for its own, it is
being done to iacirity many of
its sma' transactions from the customers,
it is right step and
rational to exempt the co-operative societies
from the ambit of
Sec'194N for TDS on cash withdrawar.
we humbry request your
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provide the relief to co-operative societies by exempting from
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TDS on its cash withdrawai, at least increasing its transaction

limit to Rs.10 crores which will benefitB00/o of small societies.
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hereby submit our prayers to your good selves to kindly
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